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The Board heard this Cause at its regularly scheduled hearing on January 30, 2019. The

following members of the Board were present and participated in the hearing: Ruland J. Gill Jr.,

Susan S. Davis, Gordon L. Moon, Chris Hansen, Richard Borden, Carl Kendell and Michael

Brown. Michael Begley Esq., Assistant Attorney General, represented the Board.

Dustin Doucet, Petroleum Engineer, testified on behalf of the Utah Division of Oil, Gas,

and Mining ("Division"). Thomas Kessinger Esq., Assistant Attorney General, represented the

Division.



Neither Utah Gas Operating Solutions LLC ("UGOS") nor American Aspen Insurance

Company ("Aspen") filed a response to the Division's Notice of Agency Action ("Notice") with

the Board. Jose Abarca, Esq. appeared on behalf UGOS for the sole purpose of stating UGOS's

support of the relief requested by the Division. No representative from Aspen appeared at the

hearing. The Board entered an Order of Default against UGOS and Aspen individually. Neither

UGOS nor Aspen opposed the entry of default.

Two respondents filed a response to the Division's Notice. The first response was filed by

Margaret Stoddard, on behalf of James F. Jr. and Margaret J. Stoddard, they are surface estate

owners where some of the wells to be plugged are located. The Stoddard's did not appear at the

hearing in person, but Jared Stoddard, their son, filed a comment leffer on their behalf. The second

response was filed by the Alpine School District who is the owner of the surface estate where two

injection wells are located. Patrick L. Tanner, Esq. represented Alpine School District at the

hearing.

The Stoddard's response was a letter that did not technically fall within the Rules. The

Division did not object to treating the Stoddard's letter as a response for the purposes of the hearing

and the response was noted in the record.

Both the Stoddard's and Alpine School District supported granting the relief requested by

the Division and asked they be consulted prior to reclaiming the well sites.

The Board did not receive any other comments or opposition to the Notice.
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The Board, having considered the testimony presented and the exhibits received into

evidence at the hearing, being fully advised, and for good cause, hereby makes the following

findings of fact, conclusions of law and order in this Cause.

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. This Cause was heard on January 30,2019 at approximately 9:45 a.m. in the

auditorium of the Utah Department of Natural Resources building, 1594 West North Temple, Salt

Lake City, Utah.

2. This proceeding affects the property or financial interests of UGOS, owner and

operator; Aspen, bond holder; and the following entities or person who are believed to be owners

of the surface or mineral estate where the wells are located: Oman Milton A, LTD, Blackhawk

Coal Company, Stoddard, James F Jr. & Margaret J, Carbon County, and Alpine School District,

the Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration ("SITLA") (each an o'Owner" and

collectively "Owners").

3. UGOS is the operator of record for thirty-four (34) gas and two (2) disposal wells

in the Clear Creek and the Helper Fields in Carbon County and Emery County, Utah.

4. This Order addresses twenty-five (25) of UGOS's wells covered by the sureties

provided by Aspen (the "Subject Wells").
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5. Of the twenty-five (25) Subject Wells, the following two (2) are injection or

disposal wells (collectively the "Disposal Wells"):

API No. Well Name

6. The Disposal Wells are inactive and have received no water since

December 1,2008.

7 . Of the twenty-fltve (25) Subject Wells, eleven (1 1) are listed as plugged, but five

(5) of the eleven (l l) still require a final inspection to determine the status of surface reclamation.

8. The following twelve (12) gas wells are listed as shut-in:

API No. Well Name

43-007-31181
43-007-31182

43-007-30289
43-007-3t064
43-007-31065
43-007-16015
43-007-16016
43-007-31229
43-007-31167
43-007-31210
43-007-31006
43-007-31007
43-007-3t015
43-007-31070

ALPINE SCHOOL DIST 6-17
ALPINE SCHOOL DIST 3-I7

OMAN 2-20
CORDINGLY CYN I5-2
CORDINGLY CYN 15-I
UTAH FUEL 8
UTAH FUEL 10

KENILWORTH RR I-A
CORDINGLY CYN 15-5
OMAN TO-29
KENILWORTH RR #1

KENILWORTH RR #2
BALLPARK CANYON #I
CORDINGLY CYN 1I-1.

9. Of the twelve (12) gas wells listed as shut-in, nine (9) have not reported any

production since January 1,2012 or earlier (individually the "Shut-In Wells"). The Utah Fuel 8
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and Oman 2-20have not reported any appreciable production since 20l l or earlier, and Utah Fuel

10 has not produced since July of2016.

10. Specifically:

Utah Fuel 8 last reported production of 113 Mcf of gas in April of 2016, and did not

produce any gas between September of 2009 and October2015, i.e.,there has been no appreciable

production since August of 2009;

Oman 2-2}lastreported production of 284 Mcf of gas in March of 2016 and only reported

minimal, non-commercial, production between June of 201 1 and November 2015, i. e. , there has

been no appreciable production since June of20l 1; and,

Utah Fuel 10 produced intermittently until 2016but last reported production of 1046 Mcf

of gas in July of 2016 and has since been placed on shut-in status.

11. Utah Fuel 8 and Oman 2-20 have reported such de minimis production that they

have effectively been shut-in for longer than 5 years.

12. All of the Shut-In Wells have not produced in over frve (5) years, and of the

remaining wells, only Utah Fuel 10 has had any appreciable production in the past five (5) years.

13. In 2006, Marion Energy Inc. ("Marion") assumed ownership and control of the

then-existing Subject Wells. Marion was the successor operator of Mid-Power Resource

Corporation ("Mid-Power") who was the successor operator of Edward Mike Davis. Many of the

Subject Wells were drilled in the 1950s, but Marion did drill several wells after assuming control

of Mid-Power's wells.
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14. At the time Marion acquired ownership of the Subject Wells, seven (7) of the wells

were under a Stipulated Order and Settlement Agreement. See IN THE MATTER oF THE DrvrsroN

oF OIL, Gls, eNo MtNtNc Reqursrnc RN OnpeR To PLUG Wpr.r.s RNr ResroRE THE Wer.l Srres

ron WeLLs OpeRereo sv Erwlnn MrrE Devrs rN CRReoN CoLrNry, Utah, Docket No. 2002-010,

Cause No. 250-01 (hereinafter the "2002 Stipulation").

15. The 2002 Stipulation required the operator to (l) increase the amount of bonding

covering seven (7) of the Subject Wells and (2) "either bring the wells into production or to plug

and abandon the wells" within five years of its execution. 2002 Stipulation at 2.

16. Marion expressly assumed the obligations imposed under the 2002 Stipulation. In

accordance with Marion's obligations under the Stipulated Order they provided the Division with

a $ I 84, 1 80 blanket surety bond for ten ( 1 0) of the Subj ect Wells in the Clear Creek Field.

17 . In July of 2007, the five-year period provided under the 2002 Stipulation expired

and the Division notified Marion it was in breach of the 2002 Stipulation because Marion had not

brought the wells into production nor were they plugged and abandoned. The Division

subsequently extended compliance deadline under the 2002 Stipulation an additional two years

but Marion never complied.

18. In January of 2011, the Division ordered Marion to provide mechanical integrity

tests ("MIT") for six (6) of the Subject Wells (the"20ll Division Order"), and again Marion did

not comply. After years of inactivity by Marion, the Division filed a notice of agency action

seeking an order requiring compliance with the 201 1 Division Order or in the alternative, forfeiture

of surety bond covering the wells. ,See NorrcE oF AcENcy AcrroN Fon AN Onoen REqunnc
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MentoN ENeRGy, To Pr.uc eNp Rpclaru Wer-ls; on Fonrerr Sunpry BoNo ANo AurHoRrzE THE

DrytsroN ro Pr,uc RNo Recr.Rrv Wer.ls Locerep rNr TowNsHrps 13 eNr 14 Sourrr, RaNce 7

Elst, CennoN Cocnttv, UIAH, Docket No. 2011-011, Cause No. 250-02 at I (hereinafter

'oMarion NOAA").

19. Thus, not only are the Subject Wells currently shut-in or inactive, those in the Clear

Creek field have been under Division scrutiny for nearly two decades.

20. In addition to the wells Marion acquired from Mid-Power Resource in the Clear

Creek Field, Marion began to drill new wells in the Helper Field starting in 2005.

21. The wells Marion drilled in the Helper Field produced relatively consistently up

until2010.

22. Since 2010, all of the Subject Wells in the Helper Field have not produced and are

listed as shut-in.

23. On January 3,2013 the Division issued Marion a Notice of Violation requiring

Marion either plug, or in the alternative, provide MIT for the Shut-In Wells located in the

Helper field.

24. On January 18, 2013, Marion replied to the Division's Notice of Violation stating

they did not have adequate capital to exploit the resources in the Helper Field and were instead

focused on bringing the wells in the Clear Creek Field into production.

25. On February 22,2013 the Division ordered Marion to comply with the Jan.3,2013

Notice of Violation.
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26. Marion partially complied with the Feb.22,2013 order by plugging three (3) of the

Subject Wells but ten (10) other wells remained unplugged.

27. On June 2, 2014 the Division issued Marion an additional Notice of Violation

requiring Marion submit the necessary sundries to place ten (10) of the Shut-In Wells on shut-in

or temporary abandon status.

28. Marion never complied with the 2014 Notice of Violation by filing the

required sundries.

29. Marion filed for bankruptcy in20l4.

30. UGOS acquired the Subject Wells out of the Marion's resulting bankruptcy action.

31. Effective June 1,2015, Marion transferred its ownership in the Subject Wells

to UGOS.

32. On November 14,2016 the Division contacted UGOS via telephone to discuss

UGOS's plan for either producing or reclaiming the Subject Wells.

33. On November 18, 2016 UGOS submitted an "Action Plan" to the Division for the

Subject Wells. The Action Plan stated that UGOS was experiencing financial difficulties and

would be unable to develop the resources underlying the Subject Wells. Instead of producing from

the Subject Wells, UGOS intended to "market the asset" and find a buyer who could expend the

necessary capital to develop the resources underlying the Subject Wells.

34. Since 2016, the Division has contacted UGOS to request status updates. Most

recently, UGOS filed Sundry Notices on the Subject Wells requesting the Division place each of

the Subject Wells on temporary abandon status.
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35. On June 6,2018 the Division denied UGOS's request for each of the Subject Wells

to be on temporary abandoned status.

36. UGOS did not provide the Division with the necessary information to place the

Subject Wells on temporary abandon status.

37. Specifically, UGOS did not provide information demonstrating good cause for

extended shut-in or temporary abandon status and has not provided information demonstrating the

Subject Wells do not present a risk to human health or the environment.

38. UGOS has not found a buyer for the Subject Wells and does not have adequate

asssts to conduct plugging and abandonment of the Subject Wells.

39. In 2018, UGOS's sole employee responsible for supervision and maintenance of

the Subject Wells died and this person has not been replaced.

40. Currently, UGOS has no personnel in the field to inspect and maintain the

Subject Wells.

41. UGOS is unable to conduct the necessary reclamation, thus requiring forfeiture of

the bond so the Division can plug, abandon, and reclaim the Subject Wells.

42. UGOS has two bonds with Aspen. The first, Bond #5U4634I, covers ten (10) wells

in the amount of $214,180. The second, Bond #5U46334, covers fifteen (15) wells in the amount

of $421,500. In total, UGOS currently has $635,680 in bonding available for plugging,

abandoning, and reclamation work.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Due and regular notice of the time, place and purpose of the hearing was properly

given to all parties whose legally protected interests are affected by the Notice in the form and

manner as required by law and the rules and regulations of the Board and Division.

2. This hearing was conducted as a formal hearing in accordance with the Utah

Administrative Code Title R. 641, and with $$ 63G-4-204 to -209 of the Utah Code.

3. The Division is authorized to bring this matter to the Board under the Utah Oil and

Gas Conservation Act ("Act"), Utah Code $$ 40-6-1to -19 and the Utah Administrative Code R.

649-l et seq. (the "Rules").

4. Utah Code $ 40-6-5 gives the Board 'Jurisdiction over all persons and property

necessary to enforce this chapter" and authority to regulate "all operations for and related to the

production of oil or gas" which includes well plugging and well site reclamation.

5. Utah Admin. Code R. 649-3-36 permits a well to be shut-in or temporarily

abandoned for up to twelve consecutive months.

6. When a well is shut-in for longer than twelve months, the operator must file a

Sundry Notice explaining why the well is shut-in, how long the operator expects the well to be

shut-in, and provide information demonstrating that the well has integrity. Utah Admin.

Code R. 649-3-36.

7. The Division may require remedial action to establish well integrity when an

operator fails to provide the information required by Utah Admin. Code R. 649-3-36.
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8. After a five-year period of inactivity or non-productivity, an operator must plug a

well, unless the Division approves an extended shut-in time upon a showing of good cause. Utah

Admin. Code R. 649-3-36.3,see also Rd. Runner Oil, Inc. v. Bd. of Oil, Gas & Min.,2003UT

App 27 5, nn I 4-21 (discussing Utah Admin. Code R. 649-3 -36).

9. If the Division has not approved an extended shut-in time, orders a well plugged

after a five-year period, and the operator does not comply with that order, then "the operator shall

forfeit the drilling and reclamation bond and the well shall be properly plugged and abandoned

under the direction of the Division." Utah Admin. Code R.649-3-36.4.

10. The Subject Wells do not have authorization from the Division to continue to be

shut-in beyond the time permitted by Utah Admin. Code R. 639-3-36.

11. Utah Admin. Code R. 649-3-36 requires UGOS to plug and abandon the Disposal

Wells because they have been inactive for longer than five (5) years, UGOS requested temporary

abandon status for Alpine School Dist 6-17 and Alpine School Dist 3-17, and the Division denied

that request.

12. Utah Admin. Code R. 649-3-36 requires UGOS to plug and abandon the Shut-In

Wells and Utah Fuel 8 and Oman 2-20 because they have not produced for longer than five (5)

years, UGOS requested temporary abandon status for those wells, and the Division denied

that request.

13. Utah Admin. Code R. 649-3-1.16 requires the Division to ask the Board to forfeit

an operator's bond where the operator is oounable to conduct plugging and site restoration." Utah

Admin. Code R. 649-3-1.16.1.1.
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14. After proper notice and opportunity for a hearing, the Board may order the Division

to collect the forfeited bond and use the forfeited funds to plug and restore the wells to which the

bond applies, or to contract for the plugging and restoration work with the surety, the operator, or

another party capable of performing the necessary work. SeeUtahAdmin. Code R. 649-3-I.16.4.

15. If the amount of the forfeited bond is not sufficient to plug and restore a well, the

Division may complete the plugging and restoration and may recover all costs in excess of the

forfeited funds from the operator. Id. R.649-3-I.16.5.

16. UGOS has failed and is unable to conduct the required reclamation of the

Subject Wells.

17. UGOS demonstrated their inability to conduct plugging and site restoration for any

of the Subject Wells by their refusal to respond to the Division's directives to prove MIT or plug

the wells, their acknowledgement that they will not invest any additional capital into the Subject

Wells, and their failure to maintain any sort of field presence.

18. Utah Admin. Code R. 649-3-1.16 required the Division to request forfeiture of

Aspen Bond #5U4634I and Aspen Bond #5U46334 because of UGOS's inability to reclaim the

Subject Wells.

19. Under Utah Admin. Code. R 649-3-1.16 the Board has the authority to order

forfeiture of Aspen Bond #5U4634I and Aspen Bond #5U46334, and order the funds to be

delivered to the Division to plug and abandon the Subject Wells and reclaim the abandoned sites.
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ORDER

Based upon the Notice, testimony, and evidence submitted, and the findings of fact and

conclusions of law stated above, the Board hereby Orders the following:

1. The relief requested in this Cause is GRANTED.

2. UGOS's interest in the $635,680 total bonding provided for the Subject Wells shall

be forfeited and released to the Division to plug all wells deemed necessary.

3. Aspen shall deliver to the Division the sum of $635,680 representing the amounts

of its surety Bonds #5U46341 and #SU46334 in the amounts of $214,180.00 and $421,500.00

respectively, to be used by the Division for the plugging and restoration of the subject wells. The

Division may use the forfeited funds to complete the plugging and restoration of the Subject Wells

as permitted by Rule 649-3-1.16.

4. The Division may file a civil action to recover costs associated with plugging and

reclamation of the Subject Wells if the forfeited sureties are insufhcient and any amount in excess

of the costs of plugging and restoration shall be returned to Aspen.

5. The Division may file a civil court action as necessary enforce the terms of

this Order.

6. Notice of Right to Seek Resonsideration or Judicial Review: As required by Utah

Code $ 63c-4-208(1)(e-g), the Board hereby notifies all parties in interest that they have the right

to seek judicial review of this final Board Order in this formal adjudication by filing a timely

appeal with the Utah Supreme Court within 30 days after the date that this Order issues. Utah Code

$$ 63G-4-401(3)(a) and 403. As an alternative to seeking immediate judicial review, and not as a
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prerequisite to seeking judicial review, the Board also hereby notifies parties that they may request

the Board reconsider this Order, which constitutes a final agency action of the Board. Utah Code

$ 63G-4-302 (Agency Review - Reconsideration) states:

(l) (a) Within 20 days after the date that an order is issued for which
review by the agency or by a superior agency under Section 63G-4-
301 is unavailable, and if the order would otherwise constitute final
agency action, any party may file a written request for
reconsideration with the agency, stating the specific grounds upon
which relief is requested.

(b) Unless otherwise provided by statute, the filing of the request is

not a prerequisite for seeking judicial review of the order.

(2) The request for reconsideration shall be filed with the agency

and one copy shall be mailed to each partyby the person making the

request.

(3) (a) The agency head, or a person designated for that purpose,

shall issue a written order granting the request or denying the

request.

(b) Ifthe agency head or the person designated for that purpose does

not issue an order within 20 days after the filing of the request, the

request for reconsideration shall be considered to be denied.

The Board also hereby notifies the parties that Utah Admin. Code R641-110-100 states:

Any person affected by a final order or decision of the Board may
file a petition for rehearing. Unless otherwise provided, a petition
for rehearing must be filed no later than the 10th day of the month
following the date of signing of the final order or decision for which
the rehearing is sought. A copy of such petition will be served on
each other party to the proceeding no later than the l5th day of
that month.
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Utah Admin. Code R641-110-200 states the required contents for a petition for rehearing.

If there is any conflict between the deadline in Utah Code $ 63G-4-301 and the deadline in Utah

Admin. Code R641-110-100 for moving to rehear this matter, the Board hereby rules that the later

of the two deadlines shall be available to any party moving to rehear this matter. If the Board later

denies a timely petition for rehearing, the party may still seek judicial review of the Order by

perfecting a timely appeal with the Utah Supreme Court within 30 days thereafter.

7. The Board retains continuing jurisdiction over all the parties and over the subject

matter of this Cause, except to the extent said jurisdiction may be divested by the filing of a timely

appeal to seek judicial review of this Order by the Utah Supreme Court.

DATED this 8th day of March,2}I9.

Srars op Uren
Boano , GAS, aNp MmrNc

J. Gill Jr

1594 W. North , ste. 1210

Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

(
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 8th day of March,2}l9,I caused a true and correct copy of the

foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER for Docket No.

2019-004 Cause No. 250-03, to be mailed by Email or via First Class Mail with postage prepaid,

to the following:

Steven F. Alder
Emma Whitaker
Thomas Kessinger
Utah Attorney General's Office
Natural Resources Division
1594 W. North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : stevealder@agutah. gov

ewhitaker@agutah.gov
tkessineer@ agutah. gov

Assistant Attorneys General Representing
the Division 0f Oil, Gas and Mining

Utah Gas Operating Solutions, LLC
c/o Patrick Menitt
4600 Wells Fargo Center
90 South Seventh Street
Minneapolis, MN 55402
REvans@ gordoncreekenergy.com

Oman Milton A, LTD,
C/o Darin Caine
77 46 N. Buckboard Circle
Park City, UT 84098

Mike Begley
Utah Attomey General's Off,rce
Natural Resources Division
1594 W. North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Email : mbegley@agutah. gov
Assistant Attorney General's Office
Representing the Board of Oil, Gas
and Mining

Richard Hall
Stoel Rives LLP
201 S. Main St., Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Richard.hall@ stoel.com
Attorneys for Utah Gas Operating
Solutions LLC

Aspen Insurance
Attn: Kevin Gillen
175 Capital Boulevard, Suite 100
Rocky Hill, CT 06067
kevin. gillen@aspen-insurance. com
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Stoddard, James F Jr. & Margaret J

679 8.400 N.
Firth,ID 83236

Alpine School District
Attn: Jess Christen
575 N. 100 E.
American Fork, UT 84003

School and Institutional Trust Lands
Administration
Attn: LaVonne J. Garrison
675F..500 S. Suite 500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102

Blackhawk Coal Company
700 Monison Road
Gahanna, OH43232

Carbon County
Attn: Karla Medley
751E. 100 N.
Price, UT 84501
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